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PROGRAMMABLE HIGH BIT RATE FRAME SYNCHRONISER
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DIGITAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
ISRO SATELLITE CENTRE

BANGALORE
INDIA

ABSTRACT

The first Indian Remote Sensing Satellite was launched
on 17th March 1988 from a Soviet Cosmodrome into a 904 Km
Polar Sunsynchronous orbit. The data transmission from the
satellite is at 5.2 Mega Bits/sec in S-Band and 10.4 Mega
Bits/sec in X-Band. The payload data is formatted into
custom made 8328 words format. A programmable unique
versatile frame sync and Decommutation unit has been
developed to test the data from the data handling system
during its various phases of development. The system works
upto 50 Mega Bits/sec and can handle frame sync code length
upto 128 bits and a frame length of 2 Exp 20 bits. Provision
has been made for programming the allowable bit errors as
well as bit slippages, using a front panel setting. This
paper describes the design and implementation of such a high
bit rate frame synchroniser developed specially for IRS
Spacecraft application. It will also highlight the
performance of the system.
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1.  INTRODUCTION :

The first operational Indian Remote Sensing Satellite -
IRS1A carried three cameras onboard as its payload. Those
three cameras are Linear imaging scanning sensors namely
LISS1, LISS2A and LISS2B. The payload telemetry data format
was having 128 bit Frame Synchronization Code with frame
length of 8328 words each word being 7 bits long. All the
three Camera data are randomized. While LISS1 data is
transmitted in S Band at 5.2 MBPS, LISS2A and LISS2B data
are transmitted in X Band QPSK modulation at 10.4 MBPS each.



To receive this data on ground for data processing as well
as to check the data during the various phases of
development of the data handling system, a frame
synchroniser was designed. Instead of designing a dedicated
Frame Synchroniser, it was planned to introduce
programmability in the design which would help in
configuring the unit for any other Telemetry reception.

2.  SPECIFICATIONS :

1. Inputs (Data and Clock) : TTL compatible.
2. Bit Rate : Upto 25 MBPS.
3. Frame Sync. Code : Length Upto 128 bits

  Pattern Programmable.
4. Frame Length : uptc, 2 Exp.20 bits
5. Bit Error : 15 bits (selectable)
6. Bit slippages : ±15 bits (selectable)
7. Number of consecutive : Upto 15 selectable
   valid frames during check
8. Outputs : TTL compatible
   The unit operates on 230v, 50 Hz.

3.  DESCRIPTION :

The complete block schematic of the system is shown in
Figure.l. The system basically consists of 128 bit
correlator evolved with two 64 bit chips. The frame sync to
be programmed is resided in a ROM which is being addressed
by the address counter. This frame sync is loaded into the
correlator with the system clock and compared with the
incoming data stream. Maximum correlation occurs when
incoming data matches with the programmed reference data.
There is a control logic which allows the number of bit
errors as well as the number of bit slippages that can be
programmed. They are programmable through a front panel
thumb wheel switch. The system design is mostly based on
Schottky TTL family and enough care has been taken in the
PCB Layout for handling high clock rate signals.

3.1  SYNC STRATEGY :

The system accepts NRZ-L data and 0 Deg clock and
perform frame sync detection on the incoming data. Data and
clock are fed into the system through the BNC connector
provided in the panel. At any time, system will be in any of



the following states ‘search’ ‘check’ and ‘lock’ which are
indicated on the front panel by the glow of corresponding
LED.

Once the system is turned on it will receive the bits
arriving on data line for every clock and checks for the
frame sync code. This state is known as SEARCH mode and it
will remain in the same mode until it gets the frame sync.
code.

Two different Thumb Wheel Switches are provided in the
front panel for allowing the bit error and bit slippages in
the frame sync code. If the errors are within allowed limit
then the system will go to CHECK mode.

In the check mode, the system will check for the
continuous arrival of valid frames. Number of continuous
frames to be checked can be specified on the Thumb Wheel
Switch provided for it in the front panel. If the continuous
arrival of such no.of frames are valid it will go to LOCK
mode. Invalid frames in the check mode will take the systems
again in search mode.

In the lock mode the system will accumulate valid frames
continuously. If the bir error or bit slippage is not within
allowed limit, then the system will enter into the check
mode again and any invalid frames will take back the systems
in search mode. Otherwise the specified consecutive good
frames will take the system in LOCK mode.

A reset switch intialises the whole system when operated
after the system is powered.

3.2  BIT SLIPPAGE :

At the receiving end of the data handling system the
receiver output is normally fed to a bit synchronizer which
generates the clock from the raw data and also decides
whether the raw data is a 1 or 0 for every period of this
clock. Due to the inherent limitation of the clock
estimation procedure, transient noise may occasionally cause
the estimated clock to have fewer or more number of
transitions over certain intervals of time. During that
intervals the bit synchronisation output would contain less
or more number of bits with respect to the generated clock.
Such additions of new bits or deletions of transmitted bits
are known as BIT SLIPPAGES. Addition or deletion of bits are
denoted as positive and negative bit slippage respectively.
This bit slippages may cause serious errors or loss of data
in data processing and in general will send the frame



synchronizer to the search mode with the consequent loss of
data between search and lock modes.

In order to provide bit slippage option a suitable thumb
wheel switch is provided in the front panel through which
upto ±15 bit slippages could be programmed. The necessary
window for checking the correct frame sync is being made
through the appropriate selection of the bit slippage thumb
wheel in the front panel.

4.  TESTING AND PERFORMANCE :

This unit as a part of the test set up was used
extensively during all environmental test of the IRS Data
Handling System. It was also used during compatibility test
for validating the data from QPSK/BPSK demodulators.

5.  CONCLUSION :
The design and development of Frame Sync unit for IRS

has given an excellent experience in the working of high bit
rate data handling system. With the experience gained on the
performance of this frame synchroniser unit the designers
are confident of developing any such system to meet the
future requirement of ISRO.
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